Central Europe Dispute
Resolution Initiative
Tax and non-tax litigation
Covering tax litigation and non- tax litigation (e.g. commercial, civil, employment, administrative
law) practices.
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Albania

Non-tax litigation

COVID-19
Impact on commercial and
administrative disputes
The COVID-19 crisis has challenged our long-established concepts of traditional dispute resolution. In this
context, the Council of Ministers by Normative Act No.9 dated 25.03.2020 has decided to suspend the
activity and judicial services of general and special jurisdiction in all courts of the country until the end of
the epidemic caused by COVID-19 (“Act”).
Consequently, court hearings on administrative, civil and criminal matters, scheduled on all courts, are
postponed until the end of the epidemic situation caused by the spread of COVID-19. As provided in this
Act, the deadlines for filing lawsuits and submission of appeals (including herein any procedural act) shall
be suspended, from the date of entry into force of the Act until the end of the epidemic caused by COVID19 outbreak. Deadlines started during the suspension period shall be postponed until the end of the
epidemic. The abovementioned rules shall not be applicable in specific cases, which are considered of a
high importance, as listed by the said act. In any case, due to the risk of COVID-19 spreading, the court
should avoid public presence during court hearings.

Main objective: prevent potential
disputes and/or settle existing ones
amicably;
With companies sometimes unable to meet
contractual obligations due to COVID-19 related
measures and restrictions, their main concerns are:
• Potential liability and risks for failure to comply
with legal, administrative or contractual
obligations, due to COVID-19 related restrictions
approved by the government;
• Failure to recover or pay debts;
• Delays in filing lawsuits and submission of appeals

Respond – Recover – Thrive
Respond to the new
circumstances by negotiating
and/or renegotiating existing
contractual terms between
parties.
Avoid potential disputes and/or
settle existing ones;

Find new sources of income in
order to ensure business
continuity.

COVID-19
Impact on non-tax disputes

Recommendations

Respond
• Review contractual clauses:
force majeure clause and
non-performance of
obligations during the
pandemic.
• Follow up the status of
contractual relationships;
assist when possible to
ensure normal function
• Identify and apply for legal
remedies and government
financial aids:
•

Suspension of payment
of bank debts, rent etc.;

•

Exercise of normal
commercial activity
when allowed

•

Deal with the temporary
suspension of
employment contracts
and/or incapability of
paying salaries to
employees due to cash
flow issues.

Recover

Thrive

• Negotiate or renegotiate
existing contractual terms
(where convenient);
• Identify fast procedural
remedies for debt recovery
and preservation of rights;

•

Find the most suitable
financial aid scheme in order
to support business
continuity after the COVID-19
crisis;

•

Avoid and/or object any
abusive measures that might
prevent the company from
accessing the government
financial aid/relief or
exercising commercial
activity normally when
allowed.

•

Review all future contracts in
relation to force majeure and
other liability clauses, in
order to include best
remedies in times of global
crisis;

•

Identify new commercial
opportunities & expand
business, during crisis and
after its conclusion.

•

Adopt company internal
regulations to better profit
and comply with present
state measures as well as
prevent future similar
scenarios.

• Try to settle disputes amicably
between parties;
• Assess the company’s (and its
representatives’) liability for
failing to comply with
administrative/state measures
instated in the context of the
COVID-19 situation;
• Anticipate the risk of potential
controls carried out by
different public authorities
(e.g. Public Health Department,
Local Police, Labor
Inspectorate) to be performed,
in order to verify the
compliance with the measures.
• Assist in all matters related to
employment as well as inability
to liquidate employee salaries
as well as mobility

Contact:
Sabina Lalaj
Partner
slalaj@deloittece.com

Erlind Kodhelaj
Senior Managing Associate
ekodhelaj@deloittece.com
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Tax litigation

COVID - 19
Impact on Tax Dispute Resolution
In Albania, the Council of Ministers by Normative Act No.9 dated 25.03.2020 decided to suspend the
activity and judicial services of general and special jurisdiction in all courts of the country until the end of
the epidemic caused by COVID-19. Also, due to the risk of COVID-19 spreading, the court should in any
case avoid public presence during court hearings even in emergency cases as provided by the said
normative act.
Additionally, the deadlines for filing lawsuits and submission of appeals, including herein any procedural
action in administrative, civil, and criminal cases shall be suspended, from the date of entry into force of
this normative act until the end of the epidemic emergency caused by COVID-19 outbreak. Should the
deadlines start during the suspension period, the latter shall be postponed until the end of the epidemic.
Therefore, during such times, the dispute resolution activity must be focused on leading and supporting
the client with useful advice on how to avoid and/or mitigate tax related disputes.

Ensuring business continuity for your
company:
During the COVID-19 outbreak, the dispute resolution
activity must be focused on leading and supporting
the business with useful advice on how to apply and
benefit from government’s tax relief programs, in
order to avoid potential tax related disputes after
the COVID-19 crisis.

• Disseminate the relevant information.
• Assist in applying for specific reliefs/state aids etc.
• Assist in any related administrative/tax dispute

Respond – Recover – Thrive
Adapt to the current situation: lead
and support the business with
useful advice on how to avoid
and/or mitigate tax related
disputes.

Benefit as much as possible from
government’s reliefs.
Find ways to mitigate any dispute
associated risks and of ensuring
business continuity.

TAX DISPUTE RESOLUTION
COVID-19

Recommendations
Following the issues presented, we have listed below the main recommendations for businesses in order to
successfully respond to the present crisis:

Respond
• Stay informed on the
latest measures
approved by the
government;

Recover
• Apply and benefit from tax
related benefits, such as
follow:

• Deferral of the deadline for the
submission of the financial
• Constantly assess how to
statements for the year ended
avoid and mitigate
on 31 December 2019 and for
potential tax related
the settlement of corporate
disputes due to COVID-19
income tax liabilities;
situation;
• Benefit, if possible, from the
state provided guarantee in
• Assess and benefit from
order to obtain short term
government’s financial
loans when in ability to pay for
aid and other incentives /
employee salaries;
reliefs; more specifically
those as provided by Act • Assist with the relevant
procedures and filing the
No. 6, dated 21.03.2020
relevant requests in order to
on some amendments
benefit from state imposed
and additions to Law no.
reliefs including unemployment
88/2019 “On the budget
if the case.
of year 2020”.

Contact:
Sabina Lalaj
Partner
slalaj@deloittece.com

Thrive
• Find and obtain the
most suitable financial
aid scheme in order to
support business
continuity after the
COVID-19 crisis;
• Avoid and/or object
any abusive measures
that might prevent the
company from
accessing the
government financial
aid/reliefs.
• Adapt company
internal regulations in
order to have a better
strategic approach
pursuant to government
measures and
authorities within the
epidemic period and
later on to prevent
possible similar
situations.

Erlind Kodhelaj
Senior Managing Associate
ekodhelaj@deloittece.com
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Bulgaria

Non-tax litigation

COVID-19
Commercial, administrative and
arbitration disputes in the crisis of a
generation
There is no doubt that the COVID-19 pandemic disrupted authorities and privates alike, imposed
everyone a high-speed adaptation to a contact-free working environment and required drastic decisions
that impacted every corner of society.
In this context, while disputes did not pause and new sources of conflicts emerged, the traditional dispute
resolution mechanisms either came to a halt or had to be adjusted.
As the procedural terms under most court commercial, administrative and arbitration proceedings were
suspended, the alternative dispute resolution mechanisms stepped in: with the aid of modern
technology, mediations and conciliations are ongoing, while companies show unprecedented interest in
pre-trial negotiations.

Main objective: prevent or settle
disputes efficiently
Almost all companies are concerned in this context
by the (i) allocation of liability and risk for deficient
or non performance of contractual obligations, (ii)
the prevention or effective resolution of disputes,
(iii) risks generated by failure to properly comply
with legal and administrative measures instated in
the context of pandemic, as well as (iv) legal
remedies in case of abuses from the authorities.

• Allocation of liability and risks for failure to comply
with legal, administrative or contractual obligations
• Cash flow problems: Failure to recover or pay debts
• Remedies against business disruption events
• Remedies against abuses from State entities

Respond – Recover – Thrive
Respond to the new circumstances
by negotiating or renegotiating
contractual terms.

Asses how to avoid or efficiently
settle disputes.

Ensure cash flow, business
continuity and new sources of
income.

COVID-19
Initial outlook on an action plan for client in non-tax disputes

Recommended approach and actions

Respond

• Evaluate the contractual
framework: force majeure/
business interruption and
other liability/risk related
clauses in case of improper
or non-performance of
obligations in the COVID-19
context
• Identify and apply for legal
remedies – e.g.:

•

certificates of emergency
or force majeure

•

moratorium for bank
debts, rent

•

suspension of agreements

• Preserve evidence
regarding impact of the
COVID-19 on the business,
response to these
challenges and
performance of obligations

Recover

• Follow-up the status of
contractual relationships
(request the execution of
contractual obligations)
• Renegotiate contractual
terms with partners (where
convenient)
• Attempt amicable
settlement negotiations as
response to disputes

• Identify and pursue legal
remedies for debt recovery
and preservation of rights,
such as commercial and
administrative litigation,
commercial arbitration
• Identify fast procedural
remedies (e.g., interim
injunctions)
• Object to/challenge abusive
administrative or
legislative measures

Thrive

• Identify new commercial
opportunities & expand
business, during crisis and
after the economy will be
rebooted
• Consolidate relations with
existing contractual
partners and initiate new
contractual relations
• Carefully review all future
contracts in relation to
force majeure and other
liability clauses, in order to
ensure the best strategic
approach for times of crisis
• Adapt company policies to
reflect better strategic
approaches in relation to
contractual partners,
employees and authorities

Contact:
Reneta Petkova
Partner

Zvezdelina Filova
Senior Manager, Attorney-at-Law

+359 (2) 8023 118
rpetkova@deloittece.com

+359 (882) 801 379
zfilova@deloittece.com
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Tax litigation

Tax dispute resolution
Addressing the impact of COVID-19
on tax matters

The tax proceedings in Bulgaria were only partially affected by the COVID-19 outbreak. On the one hand,
the courts suspended almost all tax trials (with the exception of stay of execution of tax assessment acts)
and suspended the initiation of new proceedings. On the other hand, the tax audits and checks continue
without suspension, as well as the administrative proceedings for appealing tax acts.
Once the peak of the COVID-19 crisis is passed, it could be expected that the activity of courts will be
resumed at an accelerated pace since it will be congested by the deferred legal procedures as well as by
the new disputes brought to the courts for which the administrative phase of appealing was completed
during the crisis.

Main objective: continuing business
activity

Respond – Recover – Thrive

The focus of most businesses is now on protecting
employees, understanding the risks to their
business, and managing the supply chain
disruptions.

Respond to the new situation by
proactively tackling pressing issues
right on

Tax may have a significant impact on all critical
areas and tax implications should be addressed in a
timely manner.

Apply for compensation in order
counteract the on-going crisis

• Assist the client in any related tax matters
• Assist the client in applying for specific compensations
• Assist the client to manage tax implications post-crisis

Think in perspective and adapt
your policies for the postpandemic period

Tax dispute resolution
Addressing the impact of COVID-19 on tax matters

Recommended action
Respond
Stay informed on any
developments of the tax law
framework:
•

Stay up to date with the everchanging tax legislation

Document the negative impact of
COVID-19 on business:
•

Recover
Apply for compensation of 60% of
the monthly social security income
for January 2020 and due statutory
social security contributions on
behalf of the company, if:

Manage tax implications that might
arise from supply chain
modifications, external or internal
financing, debt waivers, cash
repatriation, etc.

•

Your business is critically affected
by the COVID-19 pandemic based
on governmental order (e.g.,
retails, transportation, hotel and
restaurant industries, tourist
agencies, cinemas, cultural and
sports activities, etc.), or

Adapt company policies to reflect
better strategic approaches in
relation to the tax authorities.

•

For businesses from other
economic sectors – your working
process is fully or partially
suspended or part-time work is
introduced and the monthly
income is decreased by at least
20%.

Obtain the proper certification
from the relevant authorities
(e.g. the certificate on the
emergency situation)

Identify and apply for tax measures
that are best serving the business –
e.g.:
•

Corporate income tax and tax on
expenses for 2019 payment
deferral

•

Real estate tax and vehicle tax
for 2020 payment with a
discount deferral

•

Suspend ongoing tax procedures,
if requested information cannot
be gathered due to suspended
working process or introduced
remote work

Thrive

Be keen on documenting the
applications for compensation or
other incentives, in order to
mitigate any risks in relation to the
retroactive audits performed by the
tax authorities.

Contact us:
Georgi Simeonov
Director
+359 887 687 677
gsimeonov@deloittece.com
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Croatia

Non-tax litigation

COVID-19
Smart disputes management in the
time of crisis
This crisis and worldwide spread of COVID-19 has had a major impact on, among other, dispute resolution
in Croatia. Although no measures on dispute resolutions were introduced formally by the Government,
the Croatian Bar Association initiated the adoption of the Act on Intervention Measures in the Area of
Judicial and Administrative Proceedings. The most important measures proposed include: (i) suspension
of the deadlines in judicial and administrative proceedings, (ii) different work modes of courts and other
public authorities, and (iii) the suspension of monetary interests periods in judicial and administrative
proceedings. The proposed law is expected to enter into the parliamentary procedure shortly. In practice,
most of court hearings, with an exception of those urgent, have been postponed until May.

Main objective: prevent or settle
disputes efficiently
Almost all companies are concerned in this context
by the (i) allocation of liability and risk for deficient
or non-performance of contractual obligations, (ii)
the prevention or effective resolution of disputes,
(iii) risks generated by failure to properly comply
with legal and administrative measures instated in
the context of pandemic, as well as (iv) legal
remedies in case of abuses from the authorities.
• Allocation of liability and risks for failure to comply
with legal, administrative or contractual obligations
• Cash flow problems: Failure to recover or pay debts
• Remedies against business disruption events

• Remedies against abuses from State entities

Suggested approach:
Respond to the new circumstances
by making a detailed analysis of
existing contractual terms.
Negotiate or renegotiate new
contractual terms.
Asses how to avoid or efficiently
settle disputes. Consider new
methods of dispute resolution –
Skype mediations.

Ensure cash flow, business
continuity and new sources of
income. Use governmental
benefits to the extend possible.

COVID-19
Initial outlook on an action plan in non-tax disputes

Recommended approach and actions

RESPOND

• Analyze your contractual
obligations: force majeure
and other liability/risk
related clauses in case of
improper or nonperformance of obligations
in the pandemic context
• Identify and apply for legal
remedies – e.g.:
•

moratorium for bank
debts, rent or utilities
charges

•

suspension of agreements

• Preserve evidence
regarding impact of the
pandemic on the business,
response to these
challenges and
performance of obligations

RECOVER

THRIVE

• Follow-up the status of
contractual relationships
(request the execution of
contractual obligations)
• Renegotiate contractual terms
with partners (where convenient)
• Attempt amicable settlement
negotiations as response to
disputes and, where possible, try
to agree on alternative and often
more efficient mechanisms – e.g.,
newly introduced Skype
mediations
• Identify and pursue legal
remedies for debt recovery and
preservation of rights, such as
commercial and administrative
litigation, commercial arbitration,
international investment related
remedies

• Identify new commercial
opportunities & expand
business, during crisis and
after the economy will be
rebooted
• Consolidate relations with
existing contractual
partners and initiate new
contractual relations
• Carefully review all future
contracts in relation to
force majeure and other
liability clauses, in order to
ensure the best strategic
approach for times of crisis
• Adapt company policies to
reflect better strategic
approaches in relation to
contractual partners,
employees and authorities

• Identify fast procedural remedies
(e.g., interim injunctions)

• Object to/challenge abusive
administrative or legislative
measures

Contact:

Tarja Krehić, LL.M. (Duke)
Attorney-at-Law/Managing Partner, Krehic &
Partners, in cooperation with Deloitte Legal
+385 (0) 98 938 92 19
tkrehic@kip-legal.hr

Jadranka Orešković
Attorney-at-Law/Senior Partner, Krehic &
Partners, in cooperation with Deloitte Legal
+385 (0) 99 624 9431
joreskovic@kip-legal.hr
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Tax litigation

COVID-19
Tax dispute resolution in a time of
crisis
The current landscape of the dispute resolution related legal services within Central Europe (CE) is shaped
by the drifts in the activity of the jurisdictional bodies, since most of the domestic/European courts and
public institutions have responded to the COVID-19 outbreak by delaying or suspending all non-essential
trials or administrative proceedings. Although no measures regarding dispute resolutions were formally
introduce by the Government, the Croatian Bar Association initiated the adoption of the Act on
Intervention Measures in the Area of Judicial and Administrative Proceedings, which will, if adopted,
concern also tax related disputes. Measures proposed are, among other, suspension of deadlines and
monetary interests periods. In practice, most of court hearings, with an exception of those urgent, have
been postponed until May. In a time of crisis, the dispute resolution related activity should be rather
focused on stewarding the clients through the application process in view of mitigating any dispute
associated risks and of ensuring business continuity.

Main objective: preserve/continue
business operations
Continue ongoing tax proceedings in order to
achieve an outcome positive.
Gain access to the relevant information regarding
the incentives/reliefs/state aids enacted by the
domestic/European legislative bodies.
Apply for such incentives/reliefs in view of
mitigating any dispute associated risks.
• Take a proactive approach in ongoing proceedings
• Disseminate the relevant information to the clients
• Assist the client in applying for specific
reliefs/incentives/state aids
• Assist the client in any related administrative/tax
dispute

Suggested approach:
Respond to the new situation by
proactively tackling pressing issues
right on.

Develop new business
opportunities in order counteract
the ongoing crisis.

Think in perspective and develop
products that will help the
companies as they move forward
(after the peak of the pandemic).

COVID-19
Tax Dispute resolution in a time of crisis

Recommended approach and actions

Respond

Take a proactive approach in
ongoing tax proceedings, consider
alternative dispute resolution
mechanisms such as newly
introduced Skype mediation.
Stay informed on any
developments of the legal
framework:
•

•

Keep up-to-date with the everchanging legislation and
proactively assess the impact of
the new pieces of legislation
towards the business

Identify the actual needs and
the most suitable solutions

Document the negative impact of
COVID-19 on business.
Identify and apply for the tax
reliefs/incentives/state aids that
serve the business best – e.g.:
•

Recover

Thrive

Assess the opportunity and the
possibilities of tapping certain state
aid measures for the companies in
distress.

Define the most suitable and
sustainable state aid scheme aimed
at providing support for new
investments, diversification and
expansion of production etc.

Access the tax reliefs/incentives/
state aids that serve the business
best (e.g.):

Object/challenge any discriminating
/abusive administrative/legislative
measures that might deter the
company from accessing the state
aid measures.

•

reimbursement of the allowance
paid for the period of suspension
of the employment agreement.

•

state guarantees

•

state aid measures for companies
in distress

•

tax payment deferral/exemption

Adapt company policies to reflect
better strategic approaches in
relation to the authorities.

Document the applications for the
tax reliefs/incentives/state aids, in
order to mitigate any risks in relation
with the retroactive audits
performed by the national
authorities.

tax payment deferral/
exemptions, suspension of the
enforcement procedures.
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Czech Republic

Non-tax litigation

COVID-19

Commercial and administrative
disputes in the crisis of a generation
There is no doubt that the COVID-19 pandemic disrupted authorities and private companies alike, and
imposed on everyone a high-speed adaptation to the new environment.
The traditional dispute resolution mechanisms either came to a halt or had to be adjusted. The alternative
dispute resolution mechanisms stepped in: with the aid of modern technology, arbitration procedures,
mediations and conciliations are ongoing, while companies show unprecedented interest in pre-trial
negotiations.
New sources of conflicts emerged. Specifically for the Czech Republic, there is a probability that the Czech
government may be sued for compensation of damage caused to many businesses by state measures
issued to tackle the pandemic (e.g. obligatory closure of some kind of businesses). Disputes may also arise
between private actors in relation to non-performance or delays in performance of contracts. It is
essential for the companies to be prepared and duly manage these emerging or potential disputes.

Main objective: prevent or efficiently
settle disputes efficiently
Almost all companies are concerned in this context
by the (i) allocation of liability and risk for deficient
or non performance of contractual obligations, (ii)
the prevention or effective resolution of disputes,
(iii) risks generated by failure to properly comply
with legal and administrative measures instated in
the context of pandemic, (iv) legal remedies in case
of abuses from the authorities, as well as (v)
objective liability of the Czech government for
damage cause by issued measures under the Crisis
Act (when relevant).
• Allocation of liability and risks for failure to comply
with legal, administrative or contractual obligations
• Cash flow problems: Failure to recover or pay debts
• Raising claims for compensation of damage against the
Czech State under the Crisis Act.

Respond – Recover – Thrive
Respond to the new circumstances
by negotiating or renegotiating
contractual terms.

Asses how to avoid or efficiently
settle disputes.

Ensure cash flow, business
continuity and new sources of
income. Asses the claims against
the State.

COVID-19
Initial outlook on an action plan for client in non-tax disputes

Recommended approach and actions

Respond

Recover

• Evaluate the contractual
framework: force majeure
and other liability/risk related
clauses in case of improper or
non-performance of
obligations in the pandemic
context

• Follow up the status of
contractual relationships
(request the execution of
contractual obligations)

• Identify and apply for legal
remedies – e.g.:

• Attempt amicable settlement
negotiations as response to
disputes

 renegotiation of contracts
under the hardship clauses
 moratorium for bank debts,
rent or utilities charges
 technical unemployment,
suspension of agreements
 claims against state under
the Crisis Act
• Preserve evidence regarding
impact of the pandemic on
the business, response to
these challenges and
performance of obligations

• Renegotiate contractual
terms with partners (where
convenient)

• Identify and pursue legal
remedies for debt recovery
and preservation of rights,
such as commercial and
administrative litigation,
commercial arbitration,
international investment
related remedies
• Object to / challenge abusive
administrative or legislative
measures

Thrive

• Identify new commercial
opportunities & expand
business, during crisis and
after the economy will be
rebooted
• Consolidate relations with
existing contractual
partners and initiate new
contractual relations
• Carefully review all future
contracts in relation to
force majeure and other
liability clauses, in order to
ensure the best strategic
approach for times of crisis
• Adapt company policies to
reflect better strategic
approaches in relation to
contractual partners,
employees and authorities

• Raise claims against the State
under the Crisis Act (where
applicable)
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Hungary

Non-tax litigation

COVID-19
Commercial disputes in the crisis of
a generation
During the COVID-19 pandemic commercial disputes have not been paused and conflict are still needed
to be settled with the legal representatives help. The traditional dispute system (e.g. court hearings etc.)
have been challenged and suited for the current situation.
As all the non-essential court hearings are being delayed or suspended and the courts have been trying to
introduce a new way of the procedures which has been supported by the electronic devices, mediations
and pre-trial negotiations become more important than ever.

Main objectives:

Respond – Recover –
Thrive

• preventing or settling disputes efficiently

Respond to the new
circumstances by negotiating or
renegotiating contractual terms.

• pre-trial negotiations and using the
electronic way of disputes
• Allocation of liability and risks for failure to comply
with legal, administrative or contractual obligations

Assess how to avoid and settle
commercial and employment
law disputes

• Cash flow problems: failure to recover or pay debts
• Remedies against business disruption events

• Assessing the effects of the COVID-19 outbreak in
pending litigation

Ensure cash flow, business
continuity and new sources of
income.

Headline
Sub-heading

Recommended approach and actions

Respond

Evaluate the contractual
framework:
Force majeure and other
liability/risk related clauses in case
of improper or non-performance of
obligations in the pandemic context
Identify and apply for legal
remedies – e.g.:
• moratorium for bank debts, rent
or utilities charges
• technical unemployment,
suspension of agreements
• assessing the effects of the
COVID 19 outbreak in pending
litigation
• advising and assisting in
electronic communication
requests before and during the
non-tax/commercial disputes
• assisting clients in relation to
available insurance policies in
the context of the COVID-19
outbreak or the knock-on
effects and complying with
notice requirements.

Recover

Thrive

•

Follow up on the status of
contractual relationships
(request the execution of
contractual obligations)

•

Attempt to reach
settlements with pre-trial
negotiations as response to
the pandemic

•

Identify and pursue legal
remedies for debt recovery
and preservation of rights,
such as commercial and
administrative litigation,
commercial arbitration,
international investment
related remedies

•

Identify fast procedural
remedies (e.g., interim
injunctions) after the peak of
the pandemic finished.

•

Adopt the latest changes in
the procedural rules (e.g.
electronic communication)

• Identify new commercial
opportunities and expand
business, during crisis and
after the economy will be
rebooted
• Consolidate relations with
existing contractual
partners and initiate new
contractual relations
• Carefully review all future
contracts in relation to
force majeure and other
liability clauses, in order to
ensure the best strategic
approach for times of crisis
• Adapt company policies to
reflect better strategic
approaches in relation to
contractual partners,
employees and authorities
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Tax litigation

COVID-19
Tax and administrative disputes in a
time of crisis
The current dispute resolution related to tax or administrative procedures are defined by the latest
regulations of the Hungarian Government, other jurisdictional bodies and authorities. Since all authorities’
or courts’ current working method has been responding to the COVID-19 outbreak, our practice is
focusing on the implementation processes of the recently enacted incentives/reliefs.
During the crisis tax and administrative disputes relates activities should be focused more on the
application of the latest opportunities provided by the regulations and providing continuance to the
business activities.

Main objective: preserving/continuing
business
• Access the relevant information regarding the
incentives/reliefs/state aids enacted by the related
authorities and the Government
• Make use of the incentives/reliefs/state COVID-19
related opportunities.

Respond – Recover – Thrive
Respond to the situation with
proactive communication of the
latest COVID-19 related business
saving opportunities.

Assist in the ongoing administrative
procedures and disputes.

• Disseminate the relevant information
• Apply for specific reliefs/ incentives/state aids
• Support the business in any related administrative/tax
dispute

Think in perspective and help the
business as it moves forward (after
the peak of the pandemic)

Headline
Sub-heading

Recommended action

Respond

Stay informed on any
developments of the legal
framework:
•

Keep up to date with the
ever-changing legislation
and proactively assess the
impact of the new pieces
of legislation towards the
business

Identify and apply for the tax
reliefs/incentives/state aids
that are best serving the
business – e.g.:
•

•

Preparation and
submission of tax payment
deferral requests to the
tax authority

Recover

Thrive

Assess the opportunity and the
possibilities of tapping certain
state aid measures for the
companies in distress.
Access the tax reliefs/incentives/
state aids that serve the business
best (e.g.):
•
•
•

•

Requests for tax audit deadline
extension
Payment facility requests (e.g.
request for deferred, decreased or
instalment payment);
Online communication available
with the tax authority (e.g.
submission of statements, requests,
evidences)
Reclaim of VAT on bad debts

Define the most suitable and
sustainable state aid scheme
aimed at providing support
for new investments,
diversification and expansion
of production.
Object/challenge any
discriminating/abusive
administrative/legislative
measures that might deter
the company from accessing
the state aid measures.
Adapt company policies to
reflect better strategic
approaches in relation to the
authorities.

Assistance regarding the
suspension of the
enforcement procedures
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Kosovo

Non-tax litigation

COVID-19
Impact on commercial and
administrative disputes
The COVID-19 crisis has challenged our long established concepts of traditional dispute resolution
mechanisms. On the verge of measures for prevention of COVID-19, the Kosovo Judicial Council
responsible body for management of judicial system in Kosovo, has rendered the Decision No. 53/2020,
dated 15/03/2020, which decided to: (i) essentially reduced all activities of the Kosovo Judicial Council and
Courts of Kosovo; and (ii) to oblige the head of courts to assign only necessary administrative staff to
custody and adjudicate only urgent matters such as measures for security of presence of defendant and
cases of family violence.
Therefore, all proceedings including court hearings on administrative, commercial and criminal matters
have been silently postponed and rescheduled until the approval of next decision by the Kosovo Judicial
Council. It is important to emphasize that the decisions of the Kosovo Judicial Council remain silent in
relation to eventual suspension of legal terms regarding to submission of legal remedies such lawsuits,
appeals and other extraordinary legal remedies.

Main objective: prevent potential
disputes and/or settle existing ones
amicably
The main concerns of most companies who are
sometimes unable to meet contractual obligations
due to COVID-19 related measures and restrictions
are:
• Potential liability and risks for failure to comply
with legal, administrative or contractual
obligations, due to COVID-19 related restrictions
approved by the government;
• Failure to recover or pay debts;
• Delays in filing lawsuits and submission of
appeals.

Respond – Recover – Thrive
Respond to the new
circumstances by negotiating
and/or renegotiating existing
contractual terms between
parties.

Avoid potential disputes and/or
settle existing ones;

Find new sources of income in
order to ensure business
continuity.

COVID-19
Impact on non-tax disputes

Recommendations

Respond

• Review contractual clauses:
force majeure clause and
non-performance of
obligations during the
pandemic.
• Follow up on the status of
contractual relationships;
assist when possible to
ensure normal function
• Identify and apply for legal
remedies and government
financial aids:
•

Suspension of payment of
bank debts, rent etc.;

•

Exercise of normal
commercial activity when
allowed

•

deal with the temporary
suspension of
employment contracts
and/or incapability of
paying due to cash flow
issues. salaries to
employees

Recover

Thrive

• Negotiate or renegotiate
existing contractual terms
(where convenient);

•

Find the most suitable
financial aid scheme in
order to support business
continuity after the
COVID-19 crisis including
the application for state
aid;

•

Avoid and/or object any
abusive measures that
might prevent the
company from accessing
the government financial
aid/relief or exercising
commercial activity
normally when allowed.

•

Review all future
contracts in relation to
force majeure and other
liability clauses, in order to
include best remedies in
times of global crisis;

•

Identify new commercial
opportunities & expand
business, during crisis and
after its conclusion.

• Identify fast procedural
remedies for debt recovery
and preservation of rights;
• Try to settle disputes
amicably between parties
or through mediation;
• Assessing the company’s
(and their representatives’)
liability for failing to comply
with administrative/state
measures instated in the
context of the COVID-19
situation;
• Anticipating the risk of
potential controls carried
out by different public
authorities (ex. Public
Health Department, Local
Police, Labor Inspectorate)
to be performed, in order to
verify the compliance with
the measures.
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Tax litigation

COVID - 19
Impact on Tax Dispute Resolution
The COVID-19 crisis has challenged our long established concepts of traditional dispute resolution
mechanisms. On the verge of measures for prevention of COVID-19, the Kosovo Judicial Council responsible
body for management of judicial system in Kosovo, has rendered the Decision No. 53/2020, dated
15/03/2020, which decided to: (i) essentially reduced all activities of the Kosovo Judicial Council and Courts
of Kosovo; and (ii) to oblige the head of courts to assign only necessary administrative staff to custody and
adjudicate only urgent matters such as measures for security of presence of defendant and cases of family
violence.
Therefore, all proceedings including court hearings on administrative, commercial and criminal matters
have been silently postponed and rescheduled until the approval of next decision by the Kosovo Judicial
Council. It is important to emphasize that the decisions of the Kosovo Judicial Council remain silent in
relation to eventual suspension of legal terms regarding to submission of legal remedies such lawsuits,
appeals and other extraordinary legal remedies.

Ensuring business continuity for your
company:
During the COVID-19 outbreak, the dispute resolution
activity must be rather focused on leading and
supporting the client with useful advice on how to
apply and benefit from government’s tax relief
programs, in order to avoid potential tax related
disputes after the COVID-19 crisis.

• Disseminate the relevant information.

Respond – Recover – Thrive

Adapt to the current situation:
avoid and/or mitigate tax related
disputes.

Benefit as much as possible from
government’s reliefs.

• Apply for specific reliefs/state aids etc.
• Seek assistance in any related administrative/tax
dispute.

Find ways to mitigate any dispute
associated risks and of ensuring
business continuity.

TAX DISPUTE RESOLUTION
COVID-19

Recommendations
Following the issues presented, we have listed below the main recommendations for businesses in order to
successfully respond to the present crisis:

Respond
• Keep informed on the
latest measures
approved by the
government or other
independent state
bodies;
• Avoid and mitigate
potential tax related
disputes due to COVID-19
situation;
• Assess and benefit from
government’s financial
aid and other incentives /
reliefs;

Recover

Thrive

• Apply and benefit from tax
related extended deadlines,
such as follow:
• Deferral of the deadline for
the submission of the
financial statements for the
year ended on 31 December
2019 along with the legal
audit report (where
applicable) in the e-tax
system of the tax authorities
from 30 April 2020 (regular
legal deadline) to 30 June
2020

• Find the most suitable
financial aid scheme in
order to support
business continuity
after the COVID-19
crisis;
• Avoid and/or object
any abusive measures
that might prevent the
company from
accessing the
government financial
aid/reliefs.
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Poland

Non-tax litigation

COVID-19
Commercial disputes in a time of
crisis
The COVID-19 pandemic disrupted private business and affected public authorities, as well as imposed on everyone
a high-speed adaptation to a contact-free working environment. In this context, while disputes did not pause and
new sources of conflicts emerged, the traditional dispute resolution mechanisms either came to a halt or had to be
adjusted.
As all non-essential court trials were delayed – court hearings are not taking place and procedural deadlines have
been suspended, the alternative dispute resolution mechanisms stepped in: with the aid of modern technology,
arbitration procedures, mediations and conciliations are ongoing, while companies show unprecedented interest in
pre-trial negotiations.
Once the peak of COVID-19 crisis will be surpassed, it should be expected that the common courts will suffer case
overload since the ongoing proceedings will be resumed, as well as new disputes related to non-performance due
to force majeure and insolvency or restructuring proceedings will arise. This forces businesses to already start
carefull preparations and to determine future litigation strategies.

Main objective: preventing or settling
disputes efficiently
Seek advice on the current contractual issues
connected with COVID-19 pandemic, as well as on
how to ensure the effective resolution of disputes,
and secure the rights of the client.

Respond – Recover – Thrive
Respond to the new situation by
proactively tackling pressing issues
right on.

Assess how to avoid or efficiently
settle disputes and determine
litigation strategy.
Concerns:
• Taking a proactive approach in ongoing proceedings
and initiate new proceedings
• Cash flow problems: failure to recover or pay debts
• Restructuring and insolvency

Think in perspective, ensure cash
flow, proceed with current
disputes and initiate new
proceedings in order to secure the
business after the peak of the
pandemic.

COVID-19
Commercial disputes in a time of crisis

Recommended approach and actions

Respond

• Evaluate the contractual
framework: force majeure
and other liability/risk
related clauses in case of
improper or nonperformance of obligations
in the pandemic context
• Assess the effects of the
COVID-19 outbreak on
pending litigation: updates
on functioning of the courts
and other bodies of judicial
system (e.g. debt collectors)

• Identify, preserve and
produce appropriate
evidence: determine the
burden and means of proof
for force majeure and other
legal basis allowing nonperformance of contracts
• Continue ongoing
proceedings: take a
proactive approach as far as
possible to prevent future
overload of proceedings

Recover

• Determine litigation
strategy: invoke force
majeure clauses or other
legal basis allowing nonperformance in court
• Identify fast procedural
remedies: advice with
regard to means of securing
claims against debtors
facing liquidity issues (e.g.
interim injunctions)
• Think about alternative
dispute resolution
mechanisms: advice with
regard to arbitration,
mediation, on-line dispute
resolution
• Assess legal prerequisites
for opening insolvency or
restructuring proceedings
(solvency review): advice
with regard to current
legislation concerning
insolvency issues and the
available means of court
restructuring if necessary

Thrive

• Deal with debt recovery
proceedings: initiate
proceedings against debtors
in the context of COVID-19
(including insolvency and
restructuring cases)
• Review potential claims to
preserve rights: the COVID19 outbreak does not affect
the statute of limitations,
starting new proceedings
might be necessary to
secure your business
• Carefully review all future
contracts in relation to
force majeure and other
liability clauses, in order to
ensure the best strategic
approach for times of crisis

Contact:
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Tax litigation

COVID-19
Tax dispute resolution in a time of
crisis
The current landscape of the tax dispute resolution related services within CE is shaped by the activity of
the jurisdictional bodies changing laws pertaining to proceedings before administrative courts and tax
authorities.
As a rule all domestic proceedings before administrative courts have been suspended. However the
proceedings before tax authorities are still being conducted and proactive approach in those proceedings
might bring benefits to the client.
On the other hand, in a time of crisis, the dispute resolution related activity should be also focused on
stewarding the clients through the application process of incentives/reliefs in view of mitigating any
dispute associated risks and of ensuring business continuity.
Once the peak of COVID-19 crisis will be surpassed, it might be expected that the proceedings before
administrative courts and tax authorities will be resumed / conducted in an accelerated rhythm as well as
new administrative disputes related to the access to the incentives / reliefs will arise (since the national
authorities will start to retroactively audit the beneficiaries of such incentives/reliefs).

Main objective: preserving/continuing
your business
Continue ongoing tax proceedings in order to
achieve an outcome positive for the client.
Access the relevant information regarding the
incentives/reliefs/state aids enacted by the
domestic/European legislative bodies. Seek
assistance with the application process (for such
incentives/reliefs) in view of mitigating any dispute
associated risks.

Respond – Recover – Thrive

Respond to the new situation by
proactively tackling pressing issues
right on.
Develop new business
opportunities in order to
counteract the ongoing crisis

• Take a proactive approach in ongoing proceedings.
• Disseminate the relevant information
• Apply for specific reliefs/incentives/state aids

• Seek assistance with any related administrative/tax
disputes

Think in perspective and develop
products that will help the
companies as they move forward
(after the peak of the pandemic)

COVID-19
Tax Dispute resolution in a time of crisis

Recommended action
Respond
Take a proactive approach in
ongoing tax proceedings.

Prepare for increased number of
procedings once the peak of COVID19 crisis will be surpassed.
Stay informed on any
developments of the legal
framework:
•

Be up to date with the everchanging legislation and
proactively assess the impact of
the new pieces of legislation
towards the business

•

Identify the actual needs and the
most suitable solutions

Recover

Thrive

Define the most suitable and
Access the tax reliefs/incentives/
state aids that are the business best sustainable state aid scheme aimed
at providing support for new
(e.g.):
investments, diversification and
• tax payment deferral/exemption expansion of production etc.
•

suspension of the enforcement
procedures

Object/challenge any
discriminating/abusive
administrative/legislative measures
Document the applications for the
that might deter the company from
tax reliefs/incentives/state aids, in
order to mitigate any risks in relation accessing the state aid measures.
with the retroactive audits
Adapt company policies to reflect
performed by the national
better strategic approaches in
authorities.
relation to the authorities.

Identify and apply for the tax
reliefs/incentives/state aids that
are best serving the business – e.g.:
•

tax payment
deferral/exemptions

•

suspension of the enforcement
procedures
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Partner
+48 660 440 156
mgizicki@deloitteCE.com
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Romania

Non-tax litigation

COVID-19
Commercial and administrative
disputes in the crisis of a generation
There is no doubt that the COVID-19 pandemic disrupted authorities and private companies alike,
imposed everyone a high-speed adaptation to a contact-free working environment and required drastic
decisions that impacted every corner of society.
In this context, while disputes did not pause and new sources of conflicts emerged, the traditional dispute
resolution mechanisms either came to a halt or had to be adjusted.
As all non-essential court trials or administrative proceedings were delayed or suspended, the alternative
dispute resolution mechanisms stepped in: with the aid of modern technology, arbitration procedures,
mediations and conciliations are ongoing, while companies show unprecedented interest in pre-trial
negotiations.

Main objective: preventing or settling
disputes efficiently
Almost all companies are concerned in this context
by the (i) allocation of liability and risk for deficient
or non performance of contractual obligations, (ii)
the prevention or effective resolution of disputes,
(iii) risks generated by failure to properly comply
with legal and administrative measures instated in
the context of pandemic, as well as (iv) legal
remedies in case of abuses from the authorities.
• Allocation of liability and risks for failure to comply with
legal, administrative or contractual obligations
• Cash flow problems: Failure to recover or pay debts
• Remedies against business disruption events
• Remedies against abuses from State entities

Respond – Recover – Thrive
Respond to the new circumstances
by negotiating or renegotiating
contractual terms.

Asses how to avoid or efficiently
settle disputes.

Ensure cash flow, business
continuity and new sources of
income.

COVID-19
Initial outlook on an action plan for client in non-tax disputes

Recommended approach and actions

Respond

Recover

• Evaluate the contractual
framework: force majeure
and other liability/risk
related clauses in case of
improper or nonperformance of obligations
in the pandemic context

• Follow-up the the status of
contractual relationships
(request the execution of
contractual obligations)

• Identify and apply for legal
remedies – e.g.:

• Attempt amicable settlement
negotiations as response to
disputes

•

certificates of emergency
or force majeure

•

moratorium for bank
debts, rent or utilities
charges

•

technical unemployment,
suspension of agreements

• Preserve evidence
regarding impact of the
pandemic on the business,
response to these
challenges and
performance of obligations

• Renegotiate contractual
terms with partners (where
convenient)

• Identify and pursue legal
remedies for debt recovery
and preservation of rights,
such as commercial and
administrative litigation,
commercial arbitration,
international investment
related remedies
• Identify fast procedural
remedies (e.g., interim
injunctions)

Thrive

• Identify new commercial
opportunities & expand
business, during crisis and
after the economy will be
rebooted
• Consolidate relations with
existing contractual
partners and initiate new
contractual relations
• Carefully review all future
contracts in relation to
force majeure and other
liability clauses, in order to
ensure the best strategic
approach for times of crisis
• Adapt company policies to
reflect better strategic
approaches in relation to
contractual partners,
employees and authorities

• Object to/challenge abusive
administrative or legislative
measures

Contact:
Andreea Artenie
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aartenie@reff-associates.ro
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Senior Managing Associate, Reff &
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Tax litigation

COVID-19
Tax dispute resolution in a time of
crisis
The current landscape of the dispute resolution related legal services within CE is shaped by the drifts in
the activity of the jurisdictional bodies, since most of the domestic/ European courts and public
institutions have responded to the COVID-19 outbreak by delaying or suspending all non-essential trials or
administrative proceedings and by focusing their resources on the implementation processes of the
recently enacted incentives/reliefs.
As such, in a time of crisis, the dispute resolution related activity should be rather focused on stewarding
the clients through the application process (for such incentives/reliefs) in view of mitigating any dispute
associated risks and of ensuring business continuity.
Once the peak of COVID-19 crisis will be surpassed, one may expect that the activity of the relevant
jurisdictional bodies will be resumed in an accelerated rhythm since it will be congested by the deferred
legal procedures as well as by the disputes related to the access of the said incentives/reliefs (since the
national authorities to start to retroactively audit the beneficiaries of such incentives/reliefs).

Main objective: preserving/continuing
your business

Respond – Recover – Thrive

Access the relevant information regarding the
incentives/reliefs/state aids enacted by the
domestic/European legislative bodies.

Respond to the new situation by
proactively tackling pressing issues
right on.

Seek assistance with the application process (for
such incentives/reliefs) in view of mitigating any
dispute associated risks.

Develop new business
opportunities in order counteract
the ongoing crisis

• Disseminate the relevant information
• Apply for specific reliefs/incentives/state aids
• Seek assistance with any related administrative/tax
dispute

Think in perspective and help the
business as it moves forward (after
the peak of the pandemic)

COVID-19
Tax Dispute resolution in a time of crisis

Recommended action
Respond
Stay informed on any
developments of the legal
framework:
•

•

Keep up to date with the everchanging legislation and
proactively assess the impact of
the new pieces of legislation
towards the business

•

Obtain the proper certification
from the relevant authorities
(e.g. the certificate on the
emergency situation)

Identify and apply for the tax
reliefs/incentives/state aids that
are best serving the business – e.g.:
•

tax payment
deferral/exemptions

•

suspension of the enforcement
procedures

•

suspension of the employment
agreements

Define the most suitable and
sustainable state aid scheme aimed
at providing support for new
investments, diversification and
expansion of production etc.

Assess the opportunity and the
possibilities of tapping certain state
aid measures for the companies in
distress.
Access the tax
reliefs/incentives/state aids that
are best serving the business (e.g.):
•

reimbursement of the allowance
paid for the period of suspension
of the employment agreement.

•

state guarantees granted for
working capital credit lines and
large debts exposure

•

state aid measures for companies
in distress – reimbursable/nonreimbursable support

•

tax payment deferral/exemption

Identify the actual needs and the
most suitable solutions

Document the negative impact of
COVID-19 on business:

Thrive

Recover

Object/challenge any
discriminating/abusive
administrative/legislative measures
that might deter the company from
accessing the state aid measures.
Adapt company policies to reflect
better strategic approaches in
relation to the authorities.

Document the applications for the
tax reliefs/incentives/state aids, in
order to mitigate any risks in relation
with the retroactive audits
performed by the national
authorities.

Contact:
Andreea Artenie
Partner, Reff & Associates
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aartenie@reff-associates.ro
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Serbia

Non-tax litigation

COVID-19
Commercial and administrative
disputes
There is no doubt that the COVID-19 pandemic disrupted authorities and privates alike, imposed on
everyone a high-speed adaptation to a contact-free working environment and required drastic decisions
that impacted every corner of society.
In this context, while disputes did not pause and new sources of conflicts emerged, the traditional dispute
resolution mechanisms either came to a halt or had to be adjusted.
As all non-essential court trials or administrative proceedings were delayed or suspended, the alternative
dispute resolution mechanisms stepped in: with the aid of modern technology, arbitration procedures,
mediations and conciliations are ongoing, while companies show interest in pre-trial negotiations.

Main objective: preventing or
efficiently settling disputes
Almost all companies are concerned in this context
by the (i) allocation of liability and risk for deficient
or non performance of contractual obligations, (ii)
the prevention or effective resolution of disputes,
(iii) risks generated by failure to properly comply
with legal and administrative measures instated in
the context of pandemic, as well as (iv) legal
remedies in case of abuses from the authorities.
• Allocation of liability and risks for failure to comply
with legal, administrative or contractual obligations
• Cash flow problems: Failure to recover or pay debts
• Remedies against business disruption events
• Remedies against abuses from State entities

Respond – Recover – Thrive
Respond to the new circumstances
by negotiating or renegotiating
contractual terms.

Asses how to avoid or efficiently
settle disputes.

Ensure cash flow, business
continuity and new sources of
income.

COVID-19
Initial outlook on an action plan for client in disputes

Recommended approach and actions

Respond

Recover

• Evaluate the contractual
framework: force majeure
and other liability/risk
related clauses in case of
improper or nonperformance of obligations
in the pandemic context

• Follow-up the status of
contractual relationships
(request the execution of
contractual obligations)

• Identify and apply for legal
remedies – e.g.:

• Attempt amicable
settlement negotiations as
response to disputes

•

certificates of emergency
or force majeure

•

moratorium for bank
debts, rent or utilities
charges

•

technical unemployment,
suspension of agreements

• Preserve evidence
regarding impact of the
pandemic on the business,
response to these
challenges and
performance of obligations

• Renegotiate contractual
terms with partners (where
convenient)

• Identify and pursue legal
remedies for debt recovery
and preservation of rights,
such as commercial and
administrative litigation,
commercial arbitration,
international investment
related remedies
• Identify fast procedural
remedies (e.g., interim
injunctions)

Thrive

• Identify new commercial
opportunities & expand
business, during crisis and
after the economy will be
rebooted
• Consolidate relations with
existing contractual
partners and initiate new
contractual relations
• Carefully review all future
contracts in relation to
force majeure and other
liability clauses, in order to
ensure the best strategic
approach for times of crisis
• Adapt company policies to
reflect better strategic
approaches in relation to
contractual partners,
employees and authorities

• Object to/challenge abusive
administrative or
legislative measures
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Attorney at Law
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Slovakia

Non-tax litigation

COVID-19
Commercial and administrative
disputes in the crisis of a generation
There is no doubt that the COVID-19 pandemic disrupted authorities and privates alike, imposed on
everyone a high-speed adaptation to a contact-free working environment and required drastic decisions
that impacted every corner of society.
In this context, while disputes did not pause and new sources of conflicts emerged, the traditional dispute
resolution mechanisms either came to a halt or had to be adjusted.
As all non-essential court trials or administrative proceedings were delayed or suspended, the parliament
also passed law, according to which the statute of limitation periods in private-law-relationships for
exercising and defending rights at the court and statutory periods for carrying out a procedural acts in a
court proceeding were interrupted until 30 April 2020.

Main objective: preventing or settling
disputes efficiently
Almost all companies are concerned in this context
by the (i) allocation of liability and risk for deficient
or non performance of contractual obligations, (ii)
the prevention or effective resolution of disputes,
(iii) risks generated by failure to properly comply
with legal and administrative measures instated in
the context of pandemic, as well as (iv) legal
remedies in case of abuses from the authorities.
• Allocation of liability and risks for failure to comply
with legal, administrative or contractual obligations
• Cash flow problems: Failure to recover or pay debts
• Remedies against business disruption events
• Remedies against abuses from State entities

Respond – Recover – Thrive
Respond to the new circumstances
by negotiating or renegotiating
contractual terms.

Asses how to avoid or efficiently
settle disputes.

Ensure cash flow, business
continuity and new sources of
income.

COVID-19
Initial outlook on an action plan for client in non-tax disputes

Recommended approach and actions

Respond

Recover

• Evaluate the contractual
framework: force majeure
and other liability/risk
related clauses in case of
improper or nonperformance of obligations
in the pandemic context

• Follow-up the the status of
contractual relationships
(request the execution of
contractual obligations)

• Identify and apply for legal
remedies – e.g.:

• Attempt amicable
settlement negotiations as
response to disputes

•

•

moratorium for bank
debts, rent or utilities
charges
technical unemployment,
suspension of agreements

• Preserve evidence
regarding impact of the
pandemic on the business,
response to these
challenges and
performance of obligations

• Renegotiate contractual
terms with partners (where
convenient)

• Identify and pursue legal
remedies for debt recovery
and preservation of rights,
such as commercial and
administrative litigation,
commercial arbitration,
international investment
related remedies
• Identify fast procedural
remedies (e.g., interim
injunctions)

Thrive

• Identify new commercial
opportunities & expand
business, during crisis and
after the economy will be
rebooted
• Consolidate relations with
existing contractual
partners and initiate new
contractual relations
• Carefully review all future
contracts in relation to
force majeure and other
liability clauses, in order to
ensure the best strategic
approach for times of crisis
• Adapt company policies to
reflect better strategic
approaches in relation to
contractual partners,
employees and authorities

• Object to/challenge abusive
administrative or
legislative measures
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Tax litigation

COVID-19
Tax dispute resolution in a time of
crisis
The current landscape of the dispute resolution related legal services within CE is shaped by the drifts in
the activity of the jurisdictional bodies, since most of the domestic/European courts and public
institutions have responded to the COVID-19 outbreak by delaying or suspending all non-essential trials or
administrative proceedings and by focusing their resources on the implementation processes of the
recently enacted incentives/reliefs. Also the parliament passed the law, according to which the statutory
periods for carrying out a procedural acts in a court proceeding were interrupted until 30 April 2020.
As such, in a time of crisis, the dispute resolution related activity should be rather focused on stewarding
the clients through the application process (for such incentives/reliefs) in view of mitigating any dispute
associated risks and of ensuring business continuity.
Once the peak of COVID-19 crisis is passed, one may expect that the activity of the relevant jurisdictional
bodies will be resumed in an accelerated rhythm since it will be congested by the deferred legal
procedures as well as by the disputes related to the access of the said incentives/reliefs (since the national
authorities to start to retroactively audit the beneficiaries of such incentives/reliefs).

Main objective: preserving/continuing
your business
Access the relevant information regarding the
incentives/reliefs/state aids enacted by the
domestic/European legislative bodies.
Seek assistance with the application process (for
such incentives/reliefs) in view of mitigating any
dispute associated risks.

Respond – Recover – Thrive
Respond to the new situation by
proactively tackling pressing issues
right on.
Develop new business
opportunities in order counteract
the ongoing crisis

• Disseminate the relevant information
• Apply for specific reliefs/incentives/state aids

• Seek assistance with any related administrative/tax
dispute

Think in perspective help the
business as it move forward (after
the peak of the pandemic)

COVID-19
Tax Dispute resolution in a time of crisis

Recommended action
Respond
Stay informed on any
developments of the legal
framework:
•

Keep up to date with the everchanging legislation and
proactively assess the impact of
the new pieces of legislation
towards the business

Recover
Assess the opportunity and the
possibilities of tapping certain state
aid measures for the companies in
distress.
Access the tax reliefs/incentives/
state aids that are serving the
business best (e.g.):
•

reimbursement of the allowance
paid for the period of suspension
of the employment agreement.

Identify and apply for the tax
reliefs/incentives/state aids that
are best serving the business – e.g.:

•

state guarantees granted for
working capital credit lines and
large debts exposure

•

tax payment
deferral/exemptions

•

•

suspension of the enforcement
procedures

state aid measures for companies
in distress – reimbursable/nonreimbursable support

•

tax payment deferral/exemption

•

•

Identify the actual needs and the
most suitable solutions

suspension of the employment
agreements

Thrive
Define the most suitable and
sustainable state aid scheme aimed
at providing support for new
investments, diversification and
expansion of production etc.
Object/challenge any
discriminating/abusive
administrative/legislative measures
that might deter the company from
accessing the state aid measures.
Adapt company policies to reflect
better strategic approaches in
relation to the authorities.

Document the applications for the
tax reliefs/incentives/state aids, in
order to mitigate any risks in relation
with the retroactive audits
performed by the national
authorities.
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